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On Almost Deterministi Timed AutomataArnaldo V. Moura and Guilherme A. Pintofarnaldo,guialbug�i.uniamp.brAbstratTimed Automata (TAs) are a generalization of !-automata that has been largelystudied both from the pratial point of view of veri�ation of real-time systems, andfrom the theoretial perspetive of formal languages. Universality for deterministi TAsis PSPACE-omplete but, surprisingly, it was shown to be �11-hard for nondeterministiTAs. The exat position of this problem in the analytial hierarhy is still open. In thispaper we onsider the more restrited lass of almost deterministi TAs. In our mainontribution we show that the restrition to almost deterministi TAs haraterizes thisdeision problem as �11-omplete and we also show that, in ontrast to !-automata,almost deterministi TAs de�ne a proper sublass of nondeterministi TAs. Theseresults give new insights regarding the role of nondeterminism in TAs and reveal somesurprising aspets of the universality problem for nondeterministi TAs.1 IntrodutionTimed automata (TAs) were proposed in [3℄ as a formalism for the veri�ation of real-time systems. Being a natural extension of !-automata to \real-time", it has attratedmuh attention from pratitioners and theorists. Some interesting aspets of TAs are theirharaterization through timed expressions [8℄, the power of silent transitions [6℄, somepumping lemmas [5℄ and analogies to !-regular languages [13℄.Nondeterminism and deision problems for TAs have been onstant issues sine theuniversality and the language inlusion problems were shown to be �11-hard for nonde-terministi TAs [3℄. The question of a more preise positioning of these problems in theanalytial hierarhy is still open. See [15℄ for a omprehensive introdution to the hier-arhies of the undeidable. For deterministi TAs the universality and language inlusionproblems are PSPACE-omplete [1℄. Other results relating TAs and the hierarhies of theundeidable are the generalizations and reahability problems onsidered in [4, 7, 14℄.In this paper, we onsider the e�et of limiting the nondeterminism in TAs by impos-ing syntatial restritions on the formalism. With these restritions, the automata areallowed to make only �nitely many nondeterministi hoies. Independently, a similar ideawas onsidered in the ontext of probabilisti veri�ation of !-automata [11, 16℄ under thename of almost determinism. Almost deterministi !-automata de�ne the same lass oflanguages as nondeterministi !-automata and have not been studied outside that proba-bilisti ontext. For TAs, the situation is muh riher. In our main ontribution we showthat the universality problem for almost deterministi TAs is �11-omplete and we also show1



2 Moura and Pintothat almost deterministi TAs de�ne a proper sublass of nondeterministi TAs. Beausealmost deterministi TAs impose a weighty restrition on nondeterministi TAs, one wouldbe surprised if the universality problem for the latter turns out to be �11-omplete too.The paper is organized as follows. The next setion introdues the TAs formalism. InSetion 3 we de�ne almost deterministi TAs and prove that they generate a proper sublassof nondeterministi TAs. The results about the universality problem and the analytialhierarhy are presented is Setion 4. The following setion presents a more omprehensiveview of the theory by inluding also the Rabin and Streett aeptane onditions. We showthat they give rise to the same lasses as do the Muller and B�uhi aeptane onditions.We onlude by disussing the signi�ane of our results, stressing some of its surprisingaspets in onnetion to the question of the universality problem for nondeterministi TAs.2 Timed AutomataInformally, a TA is a �nite-state !-automaton [10℄ together with a �nite set of lok variableswhose values inrease with the passage of time. Every transition of the automaton hasa onstraint on the values of the loks and an be taken only if the loks satisfy theonstraint. In addition, a transition may reset some of the loks. A TA aept timedwords instead of !-words. A timed word �, over a �nite alphabet of symbols �, is a pair(�; �) where � = �1�2 � � � is a !-word over � and � = �1�2 � � � is a stritly inreasingsequene of positive time values �i 2 R satisfying the progress property: for every t 2 R,there is some i � 1 suh that �i > t. Let �t denote the set of all timed words over �.Example 1 The sequene (a; 3:1)(b; 6)(a; 6:2)(b; 7:5) represents a �nite pre�x of a timedword �s over the alphabet fa; bg. utGiven a �nite set X of lok variables, a lok onstraint Æ over X is de�ned indutivelyby Æ := x �  jx �  j :Æ j Æ1 ^ Æ2, where x 2 X and  2 Q is a non-negative rationalonstant. The set of all lok onstraints over X is denoted by �(X). A timed table is atuple T = h�; Q;Q0;X; T i, where� � is a �nite alphabet of symbols;� Q is a �nite set of loations;� Q0 � Q is a set of start loations;� X is a �nite set of loks;� T � Q�Q���2X ��(X) is a set of transitions. For a transition hq; q0; a; �; Æi fromloation q to loation q0 on input symbol a, Æ gives the onstraint to be satis�ed and� gives the set of loks to be reset. We all Const(T ) the set of all onstants thatappear in some lok onstraint in T .A lok interpretation for X is a funtion from X to R yielding a partiular reading ofthe loks in X. A state of T has the form (q; �), where q is a loation and � is a lok



Almost Deterministi Timed Automata 3interpretation for X. For t 2 R, we write � + t for the lok interpretation whih mapsevery lok x to the new value �(x) + t. A lok interpretation � for X satis�es a lokonstraint Æ over X i� Æ evaluates to true when eah lok x is replaed by �(x) in Æ. Arun r of T , over a timed word � = (�; �) is a pair (q; �), where q = q0q1q2 � � � is an in�nitesequene of loations of Q and � = �0�1�2 � � � is an in�nite sequene of lok interpretationsfor X satisfying:� q0 2 Q0, and �0(x) = 0 for all x 2 X;� for all i � 1, there exists a transition e = hq; q0; �; �; Æi 2 T suh that q = qi�1,q0 = qi, � = �i, (�i�1 + �i � �i�1) satis�es Æ, and �i(x) = 0 if x 2 �, otherwise�i(x) = �i�1(x) + �i � �i�1. We assume �0 = 0. In the sequel, we all e the i-thtransition of r.Given a run r = (q; �) over a timed word � = (�; �), let inf(r) be the set of loationssuh that s 2 inf(r) i� s = qi for in�nitely many i � 1. A timed B�uhi automaton (TBA)A is a tuple h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i, where h�; Q;Q0;X; T i is a timed table, and F � Q isa set of aepting loations of A. The run r over � is alled an aepting run of A i�inf(r) \ F 6= ;. The language aepted by the TBA is de�ned by the set L(A) = f� 2�t j A has an aepting run over �g. q2 q3q1 q4x := 0 x < 2x := 0ba a baA0Figure 1: Expressing the onvergent bounded response property with TAsGiven a timed table h�; Q;Q0;X; T i, a loation q 2 Q is deterministi i� given any twotransitions hq1; q01; a1; �1; Æ1i and hq2; q02; a2; �2; Æ2i in T , if q1 = q2 = q and a1 = a2, thenÆ1 ^ Æ2 is an unsatis�able lok onstraint. A set R � Q of loations is deterministi i�all loations in R are deterministi. A TBA h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is deterministi (DTBA)i� jQ0j = 1 and Q is deterministi. This de�nition implies the intended property thatevery DTBA has at most one run over any timed word. A timed table h�; Q;Q0;X; T iis alled omplete i� given any state (q; �) and any symbol a 2 � there is a transitionhq1; q01; a1; �1; Æ1i 2 T suh that q1 = q, a1 = a and � satis�es Æ1.Example 2 The TBA A0 in Fig. 1 expresses the onvergent bounded response property:\symbols a and b alternate and eventually always the time di�erene between an a and thenext b is less than 2 time units" [3℄. Clok x is reset only in the transitions from q1 to q3 andfrom q4 to q3. The transition from q3 to q4 is the only one with a lok onstraint di�erentthan true. The automaton is nondeterministi, sine the transitions from q1 to q3 and fromq1 to q2 are taken on the same input symbol and the lok onditions on these transitionsare simultaneously satis�ed. The language aepted by A0 is f((ab)! ; �) j 9i8j[(j � i) )(�2j < �2j�1 + 2)℄g. Given the timed word �s de�ned in Example 1, two possible �nite



4 Moura and Pintopre�xes of runs of A0 over �s are given by (q1; 0)(q2; 3:1)(q1; 6)(q2; 6:2)(q1; 7:5) and (q1; 0)(q2;3:1)(q1; 6)(q3; 0)(q4; 1:3). ut3 Almost Deterministi Timed AutomataThe onept of almost-determinism appeared independently in the ontext of probabilistiveri�ation [11℄, where a onurrent probabilisti program is tested against a spei�ationgiven by an !-automaton. The �rst step of the veri�ation algorithms is to obtain anequivalent deterministi automaton, or an equivalent almost deterministi automaton, thelatter being muh smaller. An almost deterministi automaton has the property that everyaepting run makes a �nite number of nondeterministi hoies. In [16, 11℄ it is shownthat nondeterministi and almost deterministi B�uhi !-automata are equivalent, by direttranslations.For a timed table h�; Q;Q0;X; T i and a set R � Q, let Reah(R) � Q be the set ofloations s for whih there is a sequene s1; s2; : : : ; sk, k � 1, suh that s1 2 R, sk = s andfor every 1 � i < k there is hq; q0; a; �; Æi in T suh that q = si and q0 = si+1. A TBAh�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is an almost deterministi TBA (ADTBA) i� Reah(F ) is deterministi.
q2 q3x = 1q1 x := 0 q2 q3x = 1q1 x := 0a aa aaa a a aA1 A2 aFigure 2: The automata A1 and A2The TBA A0 in Fig. 1 is an example of an ADTBA. Other example is the TBA A1 inFig. 2. It aepts every timed word over fag for whih there is a pair of a's separated bya di�erene of exatly 1 time unit, that is, L(A1) = f(a!; �) j 9i9j[(i < j) ^ (�j = �i + 1)℄g.While L(A1) an be aepted by an ADTBA, it annot be aepted by a DTBA [3℄. Theintuitive reason is that, sine the number of a's that an happen in a time unit is unbounded,a DTBA would need an unbounded number of loks to orretly reognize suh a pair of a's.Sine a DTBA annot reognize one suh pair, an ADTBA should not be able to reognizean in�nite number of suh pairs, otherwise it would have to do so deterministially froma ertain point on. In�nite ourrenes of suh pairs, however, an be reognized by aTBA. In fat, for the simple TBA A2 in Fig. 2 we have L(A2) = f(a!; � ) j 8k9i9j[(k < i <j) ^ (�j = �i + 1)℄g.Let ADT BA and T BA denote the lass of languages aepted, respetively, by anADTBA or by a TBA. The next theorem asserts that ADT BA is a proper sublass ofT BA.



Almost Deterministi Timed Automata 5Theorem 1 If B is an ADTBA, then L(B) 6= L(A2).Proof. We proeed by ontradition. Assume that B = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is an ADTBAand that L(B) = L(A2). We �rst hoose a speial timed word �2 2 L(A2) and take anyaepting run r2 = (q2; �2) of B over �2; then we perturb �2 aording to r2, obtaining �3,and show that B has a run r3 = (q3; �3) over �3, suh that q3 = q2. The ontradition isestablished when we note that �3 62 L(A2).Let n = jReah(F )j and k = jXj. Let CB be a natural onstant suh that CB > 1and CB >  for all  2 Const(T ). Let " < 1 be a rational onstant suh that for all 2 fConst(T ) [ f1gg there is some natural m, where  = m".In order to onstrut �2 we de�ne two �nite timed words. Let p0 = (a; �01 )(a; �02 ) : : :(a; �0nk+1) onsist of a sequene of (nk+1) a's equally distributed between CB and CB + ",that is, �0i = CB+�i, where � = "=(nk+2). The upper part of Fig. 3 illustrates p0. Given aloation ` 2 Reah(F ) and a lok interpretation �, sine Reah(F ) is deterministi, there isat most one �nite run (q0; �0)(q1; �1) : : : (qnk+1; �nk+1) of B over p0 suh that (q0; �0) = (`; �);and, sine there are k loks, at least ((n� 1)k+1) transitions in this run are suh that nolok is reset for the last time on them. Furthermore, sine the value of any lok is greaterthan CB when the �rst a ours, exatly the same sequene of transitions will be taken forany �, when ` is �xed. Thus, there is a �xed index j, 1 � j � (nk + 1), suh that for all` 2 Reah(F ) and for all �, no lok is reset for the last time on the j-th transition of therun over p0 starting at (`; �).
0 CB timeCB+"p0 p1 CB+1 �0j + 1 CB+1+"�2 : p1 p1 p1Figure 3: Construting the timed word �2Now, let p1 = (a; �11 )(a; �12 ) : : : (a; �1nk+2) where �1i = �0i for 1 � i � (nk + 1), and�1nk+2 = �0j +1. Then, �2 = (a!; �2) is the in�nite onatenation of p1, as illustrated in Fig 3.Formally, for any i > 0, let id and im < (nk+ 2) be naturals suh that i = id(nk+ 2) + im.Thus, �2i = id�1nk+2 + �1im . De�ne �10 = 0. Clearly, �2 2 L(A2). Let r2 = (q2; �2) bean aepting run of B over �2. There must exist at least one suh run sine we assumedL(B) = L(A2). Let f be the smallest natural suh that fm = 0 and q2f 2 Reah(F ). Notethat r2 is deterministi from the f -th transition on. Also, for every natural i, if i � f andim = 0 then for every lok x 2 X either x is not reset in the (i+ j)-th transition of r2, orx is reset in the (i + j0)-th transition of r2, for some j0, j < j0 < nk + 2. Informally, thisproperty makes the run r2 insensitive to small perturbations in the ourrene times �2i , fori > f and im = 0. We now obtain �3 by perturbing �2.



6 Moura and PintoLet �3 = (a!; �3) be de�ned by letting �3i = �2i � �=2 if i > f and im = 0, otherwise�3i = �2i . Thus, �3 62 L(A2). We assume without loss of generality that B is omplete. Letr3 = (q3; �3) be the run of B over �3 suh that (q3i ; �3i ) = (q2i ; �2i ) for every i, 0 � i � f .Note that there is exatly one suh run, sine �3 equals �2 up to the f -th symbol, B isomplete and r3 must be deterministi from the f -th transition on.We laim that r3 and r2 follow exatly the same sequene of transitions, whih impliesq3 = q2. The proof is by indution on i. For i > f , if the g-th transition of r3 equals theg-th transition of r2 for all g < i, then the i-th transitions of r3 and r2 are equal. Let �(h),h 2 f2; 3g, be an abbreviation for �hi�1(x) + �hi � �hi�1. There are three ases:1. If im = 1, then for all x 2 X, �(2) > CB and �(3) > CB ;2. If im > 1, then for all x 2 X, either �(2) > CB and �(3) > CB, or, �(2) < " and�(3) < ";3. If im = 0, then for all x 2 X, either �(2) > CB and �(3) > CB, or for all natural m:(i) �(2) � m" i� �(3) � m" and, (ii) �(2) � m" i� �(3) � m", both hold.All ases imply that (�3i�1+ �3i � �3i�1) satis�es Æ i� (�2i�1+ �2i � �2i�1) satis�es Æ, for anylok onstraint Æ in T . Therefore, the i-th transitions of r3 and r2 will be the same. ut3.1 Closure PropertiesThe lass ADT BA is losed under union and intersetion. Given a set fC1; C2; : : : ; Ckg ofADTBAs, Ski=1 L(Ci) is aepted by the disjoint union of C1; C2; : : : ; Ck, whih is an ADTBA.For Tki=1 L(Ci), we simply note that the produt onstrution in [3, p. 197℄ when appliedon C1; C2; : : : ; Ck, yields an ADTBA. In the next setion, we will show that the universalityproblem for ADTBA is �11-hard. This fat leads to the non-losure of ADT BA underomplementation, as shown below:Theorem 2 ([3℄) ADT BA is not losed under omplementation.Proof. The �11-hardness of the universality problem implies the �11-hardness of the inlusionproblem, sine an ADTBA C is universal i� L(U) � L(C), where U is a given universalADTBA.Given ADTBAs C1 and C2, L(C1) � L(C2) i� L(C1) \ L(C2) = ;. Assume that ADT BAis losed under omplementation. Then, one an easily show that L(C1) 6� L(C2) i� thereis A suh that L(C1) \ L(A) 6= ; and L(C2) \ L(A) = ;. But then, sine intersetionand emptiness are deidable, and sine the set of all ADTBAs has a reursive indexingA0;A1; : : : , the omplement of the inlusion problem would be reursively enumerable or,equivalently, would be in �01: 9k[L(C1) \ L(Ak) 6= ; ^ L(C2) \ L(Ak) = ;℄. This is aontradition, beause the omplement of a �11-hard problem annot be in �01 [15℄. ut4 Universality for ADT BABefore we onsider ADTBAs, let us show that the universality problem for TBAs is in �12.Let B0;B1; : : : be a reursive indexing of all TBAs. The universality problem for TBAs,



Almost Deterministi Timed Automata 7UTBA � N, is de�ned as the set UTBA = f z j 8� 2 �t 9 r [ r is an aepting run of Bz over � ℄g.First we note that it suÆes to onsider only rational timed words. Let �rt � �t be de�nedas �rt = f(�; �) 2 �t j �i rational; for all i � 1g.Lemma 1 Let B be a TBA. Given (�; � ) 2 �t, there is (�0; � 0) 2 �rt suh that (�; �) 2L(B) i� (�0; � 0) 2 L(B).Proof. The intended timed word an be de�ned indutively as in the proof of Theorem 3.17in [3℄. For the sake of ompleteness, we provide a de�nition. Let " be the onstant de�nedas in the proof of Theorem 1. Let � 00 = �0 = 0. If �i = �j +m" for some 0 � j < i andsome natural m, take � 0i = � 0j +m". Otherwise, take a rational � 0i suh that (� 0i � � 0j) < m"i� (�i � �j) < m" for all 0 � j < i and for all natural m. utCorollary 1 For any natural z, z 2 UTBA i�8� 2 �rt 9 r[ r is an aepting run of Bz over � ℄:Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1. utHene, we an follow the usual approah of mapping the universal quanti�er over timedwords, in the de�nition above, to an universal quanti�er over a funtion variable, in theanalytial de�ntion.Let � = fa0; a1; : : : ; ak�1g be an alphabet and let F be the set of all funtions overthe naturals. A timed word in �rt an be e�etively enoded as a funtion in F . Taked� : F ! �rt as the onto funtion de�ned as follows. Given f 2 F , let d�(f) = (�; �), wherefor all i � 1� �i = af(3(i�1)) (mod k), and� �i = �i�1 + f[(f(3(i � 1) + 1)) + 1℄=[(f(3(i � 1) + 2)) + 1℄g, and �0 = 0.Given a TBA B, we an, in a similar manner, obtain an e�etive onto funtion dr : F !RB, where RB is the set of all rational runs of B. Then, UTBA � N is the setUTBA = f z j 8f 9 g [ d�(f) is progressive )dr(g) is an aepting run of B over d�(f) ℄gwhere f and g range over F . The prediate inside the square brakets an be de�nedarithmetially using quanti�ers over the natural numbers and reursive relations with oralesfor f and g. For the approah of mapping the universal quanti�er over f to timed words,there seems to be no way of getting rid of the existential quanti�er over the funtion g. Thisintuition is supported by the language L(A2) in Setion 3, for whih Theorem 1 asserts thata TBA must make in�nitely many nondeterministi hoies in order to reognize that agiven timed word is in L(A2).



8 Moura and PintoNow let A0;A1; : : : be a reursive indexing of all ADTBAs. As was the ase for TBAs,we have an e�etive onto enoding dr : F ! RA, when RA is the set of all rationalruns of an ADTBA A. For an ADTBA, however, if dr(g) is an aepting run over d�(f),then it must be deterministi from a ertain point on. Thus, if we have a �nite pre�x(q0; �0); (q1; �1); : : : ; (qk; �k) of dr(g), suh that qk is an aepting loation of A, then theremainder of dr(g) is uniquely determined by d�(f). Hene, it an be retrieved by onsultingthe orale f . It turns out that �nite pre�xes of runs of A an be e�etively enoded asnatural numbers using standard tehniques. Consider an e�etive onto funtion dp : N !R�nA , where R�nA is the set of all �nite pre�xes of rational runs of A. We have:Theorem 3 UADTBA 2 �11.Proof. Consider a Turing mahineMH1 with one orale. MH1 aepts a given pair (i; j) 2 N 2i� �j > i, where �j is obtained by onsulting the orale aording to d�. Let H1 � F�N 2 berelation suh that (f; i; j) 2 H1 i� MH1 with orale f aepts the pair (i; j). Then H1 is areursive relation. We write H1(f; i; j) for (f; i; j) 2 H1. Consider another Turing mahineMH2 with one orale whih, given a tuple (p; i; j; z) 2 N 4 , behaves as follows:1. If j � i, then MH2 rejets.2. MH2 deodes z and p, thus obtaining Az = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i and dp(p) = (q0; �0);(q1; �1); : : : ; (qk; �k).3. If qk 62 F , then MH2 rejets.4. MH2 onsults the orale aording to d�, and obtains a �nite timed word �a, with ksymbols. If dp(p) is not a run of Az over �a, then MH2 rejets.5. MH2 onsults the orale aording to d� and obtains a �nite timed word �b, with k+jsymbols. Observe that �b has �a as a pre�x.6. MH2 onstruts the run (q0; �0); : : : ; (qk; �k); : : : ; (qk+j ; �k+j) of Az over �b. Note thatthere is only one suh run.7. If qk+j 62 F , then MH2 rejets, otherwise it aepts.Take H2 � F � N 4 as the reursive relation suh that H2(f; p; i; j; z) i� MH2 aepts thetuple (p; i; j; z) with orale f . Finally, we have that UADTBA = fz j 8f [ (8i9j H1(f; i; j)) )(9p8i9j H2(f; p; i; j; z)) ℄g. utNow, we turn to the �11-hardness of UADTBA. In [12℄ it is shown that the problem ofdeiding whether a nondeterministi Turing mahine has an in�nite omputation over theempty tape that visits its start state in�nitely often is �11-omplete. In [3℄, the omplementof this problem is redued to UTBA, establishing that UTBA is �11-hard. A similar redutionan be used to show that UADTBA is �11-hard.A nondeterministi 2-ounter mahine M onsists of a sequene of n instrutions andtwo ounters, C and D. There are 6 types of instrutions: (a) inrement C and jump



Almost Deterministi Timed Automata 9nondeterministially to instrution x or y; (b) derement C and jump nondeterministiallyto instrution x or y; () if C = 0 jump to instrution x, otherwise jump to instrution y;(d), (e) and (f) are the same as above, exhanging D and C. A on�guration of M is atuple (i; ; d), where  and d are the ounter values, and i is the instrution to be exeuted.A omputation of M is a sequene of related on�gurations beginning with (1; 0; 0). Aomputation is reurring i� instrution 1 is exeuted in�nitely often.De�ne the timed language L over the alphabet fb1; b2; : : : ; bn; a1; a2g in suh a way that(�; �) 2 L i�:1. � = bi1a11 ad12 bi2a21 ad22 : : : , where (i1; 1; d1)(i2; 2; d2) : : : is a reurring omputationof M ;2. for all j � 1, bij ours at time j;3. for all j � 1:(a) if j+1 = j , then for all a1 at time t 2 (j; j + 1) there is an a1 at time t+ 1;(b) if j+1 = j + 1, then for all a1 at time t 2 (j + 1; j + 2) there is an a1 at timet� 1, exept for the last one;() if j+1 = j � 1, then for all a1 at time t 2 (j; j + 1) there is an a1 at time t+ 1,exept for the last one;4. is the same as 3. exhanging a2 and a1, and exhanging d and .It is lear that L, the omplement of L, an be de�ned as a �nite disjuntion of severalsimple timed languages, whih an all be aepted by ADTBAs. The disjoint union of allthese ADTBAs is universal i� M does not have a reurring omputation. The next setiondesribes a series of �gures giving the details of the ADTBAs needed to aept L.4.1 The ADTBAs needed to show the �11-hardness of UniversalityThe timed language L an be aepted by the disjoint union of the following ADTBAs [3℄:A0;Ainit;Areur for the boundary onditions; and Ai, 1 � i � n, one automaton for eahinstrution of M . In the following desriptions, onsider a timed word (�; � ) in L.Figure 4 gives the automata for the boundary onditions:� A10 states that there is no symbol bi at time j, for some j � 1;� A20 states that the interval (j; j + 1) is not of the form a�1a�2, for some j � 1;� Ainit states that either �1 6= b1 or �1 6= 1 or �2 < 2;� Areur states that �j = b1 for �nitely many j � 1.From the 6 types of instrutions, we onsider only three, sine the other ones followby similar tehniques. Assume that: instrution 6 is of type (d), with x = 11 and y = 5;instrution 10 is of type (b), with x = 9 and y = 2; and instrution 31 is of type (f), withx = 8 and y = 22.Figure 5 and Fig. 6 give the automaton A6:
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q2q1 q2 q3 q4A20 x < 1 x < 1;:a2x < 1;:a1 ^ :a2a1 a2a2x = 1; x := 0

q1 x > 1x < 1 bi; x = 1; x := 0:bi; x = 1A10
q2A1init q1q3 q3

q2q1 :b1Areur

A3init q1 q2q3A2init q1b1 :b1 x = 1 x < 2x < 1 _ x > 1
Figure 4: The automata needed for the boundary onditions� A16 states that, for some j � 1, �j = b6 and there is neither b11 nor b5 at time j + 1;� Ensuring that the a1's do not math:{ A26 states that there is a b6, then a a1 at time t, and no a1 at time t+ 1;{ A36 and A46 state that there is a b6 at time t, a a1 at time t0 2 (t+ 1; t+ 2), andno a1 at time t0 � 1;� Ensuring that the a2's do not reet an inrement:{ A56, omitted in Fig. 6, is analogous to A26 exhanging a2 and a1;{ A66 states that there is a b6 at time t, and the last a2 at time t0 2 (t + 1; t + 2)has a mathing a2 at time t0 � 1;{ A76 states that there is a b6 at time t, a a2 at time t0 2 (t+ 1; t+ 2) whih is notthe last one in (t+ 1; t+ 2), and there is no a2 at time t0 � 1.For the automaton A10, we have:� A110 is analogous to A16 exhanging b10 and b6, b9 and b11, b2 and b5;� Ensuring that the a2's do not math:{ A210, A310 and A410 are analogous to A26, A36 and A46, respetively, exhanging b10and b6, a2 and a1;� Ensuring that the a1's do not reet a derement:{ A510 and A610 are analogous to A36 and A46 exhanging b10 and b6;
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b6x := 0

x := 0y := 0

q1 q2A16 q3
q1 q2 q4A36 q1 q2A26 q3 :a1; x = 1x < 1 _ x > 1
q1 q2 q3 q4A46 z := 0x � 1 y > 1 ^ z < 1b6 a1y := 0

x < 1; x := 0a1
b6x := 0 x = 1:b11 ^ :b5

x := 0b6 :a1x < 1; x := 0 x = 1q3 a1
Figure 5: Aepting when the a1's do not math

q1 q2A76 b6 a2q3 q4 q5q1 q2A66 x := 0b6 x < 1; x := 0 x = 1a2q3 q4 q5:a2a2
x � 1z := 0x := 0y := 0 a2z < 1y := 0 y > 1^Figure 6: Aepting when the a2's do not reet an inrement{ A710, in Fig. 7, states that there is a b10 at time t, and the last a1 at timet0 2 (t; t+ 1) has a mathing a1 at time t0 + 1;{ A810, in Fig. 7, states that there is a b10 at time t, a a1 at time t0 2 (t; t+1) whihis not the last one in (t; t+ 1), and there is no a1 at time t0 + 1.For the automaton A31, we have:� Ensuring that the a1's or the a2's do not math:{ Automata A131;A231; : : : ;A631, are analogous, respetively, to A26, A36, A46, A210,A310 and A410 exhanging b6 and b31, b10 and b31;� A731, in Fig. 8, states that there is a b31 at time t, then no a2 in (t; t + 1), and thereis not b8 at time t+ 1;



12 Moura and Pintoq1 q2A710 x := 0b10 x < 1; x := 0 q3 q4 q5:a1 x = 1q1 q2 q3 q4x < 1y := 0x := 0A810 x < 1 :a1; y = 1y < 1 _ y > 1
a1 a1a1b10 a1Figure 7: Aepting when the a1's do not reet a derementq1 q2A731 q3b31x := 0 x = 1q1 q2 q3 q4A831 b31x := 0 x = 1

a1 :b8a1 a2a2 :b22Figure 8: Aepting when the jump is not orret� A831, in Fig. 8, states that there is a b31 at time t, then at least one a2 in (t; t + 1),and there is not b22 at time t+ 1.5 Varying the Aeptane ConditionIn [3℄ only B�uhi (B) and Muller (M) aeptane onditions were onsidered. These aregenerally regarded as the least expressive and most expressive onditions, respetively. Ina preeding paper [2℄, the same authors suggested the investigation of the other two om-monly used onditions, Rabin (R) and Streett (S), noting that they ould possibly de�neintermediate lasses of languages. In this setion, we propose de�nitions for almost deter-ministi Rabin and Streett TAs. We also argue that the Rabin and the Streett onditionsdo not de�ne new lasses besides the ones already de�ned by the B�uhi and the Mulleraeptane onditions.A timed (MullerjRabinjStreettjB�uhi) automaton A is a timed table h�; Q;Q0;X; T itogether with an aeptane ondition, given by Table 1 below, where d(S) indiates thatthe set S � Q is deterministi.A B�uhi ondition an be viewed as a speial ase of both the Rabin and the Streettonditions, by simply taking f(F; ;)g and f(Q;F )g, respetively. B�uhi, Rabin or Streettonditions an be phrased as a Muller ondition by seleting exatly the subsets satisfyingthe given ondition. These observations readily show that TMA = T RA = T SA = T BA,sine TMA = T BA [3℄.



Almost Deterministi Timed Automata 13syntax semantis almost deterministi ifM F � 2Q inf(r) 2 F 8C 2 F [d(Reah(C)) ℄R f(Li; Ui)gi 9i [ inf(r) \ Li 6= ; ^ 8i [d(Reah(Li)) ℄Li; Ui � Q inf(r) \ Ui = ; ℄S f(Li; Ui)gi 8i [ inf(r) \ Li = ; _ 9i [d(Reah(Ui)) ^Li; Ui � Q inf(r) \ Ui 6= ; ℄ Li = Q ℄B F � Q inf(r) \ F 6= ; d(Reah(F ))Table 1: De�ning almost deterministi timed automataThe last olumn of Table 1 gives the proposed de�nitions for ADTMA, ADTRA andADTSA. Note that these purely syntatial restritions enfore the intended property thatevery aepting run of an almost deterministi automaton makes �nitely many nondeter-ministi hoies.The traditional translation from a Muller automaton to a B�uhi automaton seems to\introdue nondeterminism". Atually, it introdues almost determinism. This an be seenin the proof of the following theorem:Theorem 4 DTMA � ADT BA.Proof. Let A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T;Fi be a DTMA. Sine ADT BA is losed under union, wean assume that jFj = 1. We onstrut an equivalent ADTBA A0 = h�; Q0; Q00;X 0; T 0; F i.Let C = f1; 2; : : : ; kg be the only set in F. Then, A0 onsists of k+1 opies of A numberedfrom 0 to k: Q0 = Q�f0; 1; : : : ; kg, Q00 = f(q0; 0)g, where q0 is the only loation in Q0, andX 0 = X. Informally, the opy numbered 0 is equal to A, with the addition of appropriatenondeterministi transitions to the opy 1. Then it is required to yle deterministiallythrough the remaining opies, inside C, guaranteeing satisfation of the Muller ondition.The transition set is de�ned as follows: hq; q0; a; �; Æi 2 T 0 i� there is hs; s0; a; �; Æi 2 T ,q = (s; i), q0 = (s0; j), and:1. i = j = 0; or2. s 2 C, s0 2 C, i = 0 and j = 1; or3. s 2 C, s0 2 C, s 6= i and i = j; or4. s = i, s0 2 C, i = k and j = 1; or5. s = i, s0 2 C, 1 � i � k � 1 and j = i+ 1.The aeptane ondition is F = f(k; k)g. ut



14 Moura and PintoCorollary 2 ADTMA = ADT RA = ADT SA = ADT BA.Proof. Using a similar onstrution as in Theorem 4 to show ADTMA � ADT BA, andnoting that B�uhi, Rabin or Streett onditions an be phrased as a Muller ondition pre-serving almost determinism. utCorollary 3 DTMA � ADT BA.Proof. DTMA � ADT BA from Theorem 4, but DTMA is losed under omplementation[3℄ and ADT BA is not. The proper ontainment follows. utIt remains to onsider deterministi TA. In what follows, we assume omplete TA.DT BA is a proper sublass of DTMA [3℄ and it would be interesting to see whetherDT RA and DT SA lay properly between them. The next theorem shows that this is notthe ase.Theorem 5 DTMA = DT RA = DT SA.Proof. First note that the Rabin and the Streett onditions are omplementary for determin-isti automata. Thus, DT RA = DT SA. Sine DTMA is losed under omplementation,it suÆes to show that given a DTMA A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T;Fi, we an obtain an equivalentDTRA A0 = h�; Q0; Q00;X 0; T 0;Pi. Sine it an be shown that DT RA is losed by union,we an further assume that jFj = 1. Let C = f0; 1; : : : ; k�1g be the only set in F. Then,A0 onsists, loosely, of k opies of A, as follows. Q0 = Q� f0; 1; : : : ; k � 1g, Q00 = f(q0; 0)g,where q0 is the only loation in Q0 and X 0 = X. The transition set is de�ned in suh away that any run jumps from opy i to opy (i + 1) (mod k) whenever it reahes loationi. That is, we de�ne hq; q0; a; �; Æi to be in T 0 i� there is hs; s0; a; �; Æi 2 T , q = (s; i),q0 = (s0; j), and:1. i = j and s 6= i; or2. j = (i+ 1) (mod k) and s = i.Let D = f(s; i) j s 2 Cg. The desired aeptane ondition is P = f(f(0; 0)g; Q0 nD)g. utTable 2 summarizes some of the results in the theory of timed automata. It is interestingto note that in a analogue table for !-automata all lasses would ollapse into DMA, withthe exeption of DBA. The results onerning the inlusion problem are all orollaries ofthe results for the universality problem. The symbol S stands for proper ontainment.6 ConlusionsWe disussed the onept of almost determinism, whih has no espeial importane inthe theory of !-automata, and showed that it plays an interesting role in the theory oftimed automata. From Setion 3, almost deterministi timed automata is a proper sublassof nondeterministi timed automata, and seems to be muh less expressive. The main



Almost Deterministi Timed Automata 15lass union inters. ompl. empt. universality inlusionT (MjRjSjB)A losed losed not l. deid. �12, �11-hard �12, �11-hardSADT (MjRjSjB)A losed losed not l. deid. �11-omplete �11-ompleteSDT (MjRjS)A losed losed losed deid. deidable deidableSDT BA losed losed not l. deid. deidable deidableTable 2: A summary of results in the theory of timed automatasigni�ane of this result is related to the open question about the analytial omplexity oftesting universality of nondeterministi timed automata. In [3℄, the authors have left thisproblem open. In light of the results of Setions 3 and 4, it would be surprising if thatproblem omes out to be �11-omplete. For then it would be reursively isomorphi [15℄ tothe problem of testing universality of almost deterministi timed automata.On the other hand, it would be even more surprising if that problem were shown to be�12-omplete. In this ase, it would be isomorphi to the universality problem for two otherknown formalisms whih are a lot more expressive: nondeterministi !-Turing mahines [9℄;and reursive in�nite-state !-automata [17℄. There remains the possibility of the problembeing in �12 n�12 while not omplete for �12, or else, being in �12 nf�11 [�11g. This would be,perhaps, the most surprising situation beause it would ontradit the generally observedphenomenon [15, p. 330℄ that naturally de�ned problems, when inside the hierarhies ofthe undeidable, happen to be omplete for some of their levels.Referenes[1℄ R. Alur. Timed automata. In CAV'99, 1999. LNCS 1633.[2℄ R. Alur and D. Dill. Automata for modeling real-time systems. In ICALP'90, pages322{355. Springer-Verlag, 1990. LNCS 443.[3℄ R. Alur and D. Dill. A theory of timed automata. Theoretial Computer Siene,126:183{235, 1994.[4℄ E. Asarin and O. Maler. Ahilles and the tortoise limbing up the arithmetial hierar-hy. J. of Comp. and Sys. Si., 57:389{398, 1998.[5℄ Daniele Beauquier. Pumping lemmas for timed automata. In FoSSaCS'1998, pages81{94. Springer-Verlag, 1998. LNCS 1378.[6℄ B. Berard, V. Diekert, P. Gastin, and A. Petit. Charaterization of the expressivepower of silent transitions in timed automata. Fundamentae Informatiae, 36(2):145{182, 1998.
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